
New Generations... 
...still breeding on

WIL D30 – a Son of Desmond – was selected as a sire because of his extreme 
fleece weight. 170% against his peers. He is a long bodied tall ram with a straight  
top-line and good legs and feet placement. Had we not had the fleece weight 
measurements I might of down-graded him. He also had a 10cm heavy scur but 
despite this he has bred a good % of PP rams.

He was entered in the 2018 MLP Merino Lifetime Project at Trangie. He performed 
well above average for measured traits and was by far the outstanding sire in the 
visual classing ‘Tops to Culls ratio’. Classed by Chris Bowman and Bill Walker 
‘Classing Classics’ S.A.

A Fourth Generation
WIL 001 – son of D30 – is a very correct ram and a Double Poll with a very heavy 
skin with a particularly well-nourished wool. He was entered in the 2018 MLP at 
Trangie. Overall a top sire being the only one to reach five top 10% results in the 
ASBV corrected data Flock Breeding Values results. An outstanding achievement 
under very tough conditions.

Selecting an Outside Sire -  how it was done
With a large number of breeding ewes bred from ‘The GP’ and ‘Desmond’ there 
was a growing need for an outside sire. My offsider Peter Jeffs, whom I employed 
for his knowledge and sheep skills, and I were at Hamilton Sheepvention in 2017. 
Along with my brother Graham and his son Alistair we went around inspecting the 
rams on display. We came up with the unanimous decision that Wallaloo Park 422 
was the ram. We inspected the ram, cast our eye over the raw data and decided 
yes, he is the one. He has been an outstanding success over the GP – Desmond 
line of genetics. He has been another influential sire used with success by many 
studs around the country.

A long tradition. A modern success.
willandra merinos

(Top): 2019 Australian 
Sheepbreeders  
Association National 
March Shorn Pair.  
The ram and ewe are 
both by Wallaloo Park 
422 out of Desmond 
ewes.

“Wallaloo Park 
422 has been 
an oustanding  
success over 
‘The GP -  
Desmond line 
of genetics.  
He has been 
another  
influential  
sire used with 
success by 
many studs 
around the 
country.”


